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OVERVIEW

WORLD'S FIRST KICK TO EARN (K2E) NFT
FOOTBALL GAMING PLATFORM DEDICATED

FOR THE UPCOMING WORLD CUP
FIFA champs is a virtualized football themed
NFT based blockchain game with play-to-earn
model which allows you to play football in

blockchain world with players all around the
world.

 



UTILITIES

A $CHAMPS utility token goes beyond store-of-value alone. The
deflationary nature of $CHAMPS keeps the supply in check and hence

making rare with each burn.
 

IN-Game:- Players Will be awarded with NFT and $CHAMPS Token for
completeting game levels and winning against their opponents.

 
Staking:- Players will be Able to Stake there NFT & Tokens but to support
the ecosystem, If player Unstake their $CHAMPS tokens they need to wait

for the cooling period(7 days) to get over Inorder to claim while still
enjoying the Enormous APY. Whereas their won't be any cooling period for

NFT unstaking.



NFT & MARKETPLACE

NFT & MARKETPLACE
NFTs are at the core at FIFA champs. All the

NFTs are unique that differ in appearance,
traits and energy. Not a single NFT can be

replicated or transferred onchain with
another.

After the collection is live, our very own
marketplace for NFTs will go live where you
can trade nfts and choose the best one for

the game.
 



P2E GAMING

FIFA champs aims to become the number one
P2E football onchain game with NFT's. Our
game will be PvP where you can play the

game with players around the globe and trade
Nft's with them as well. After the PvP game

is live, onchain KICK-2-EARN penalty shoot out
game will go live as planned.



STAKING AND REWARDS

Diamond Hands Should Be Rewarded.
Stake your tokens & NFT'S to earn compound interest on your

investment, also getting a chance for passive income and entering the
lottery ticket to QATAR FIFA 2022.

 
TOKEN REWARDS

• 250%APY on token staking
 

NFT REWARDS
• LEGENDRY:-15k Tokens

• RARE:-10k Tokens
• Common:-5k Tokens



ROADMAP



TOKENOMICS



KYC & AUDIT

KYC?
Fifa Champs KYC is done through very Renowned Interfi Network 

Proof of KYC: https://github.com/interfinetwork/project-kyc-
verification/blob/main/FifaChamps_KYCCertificate_InterFi.pdf

 
AUDIT

Fifa Champs Code Audit is conducted by InterFi.network
(https://www.interfi.network/), a professional and easy-to-understand smart

contract security audit company that has audited more than 500,000
solidity code-lines on Binance, Ethereum, Polygon, and Solana Smart Chains.

 
Proof of Audit: https://github.com/interfinetwork/smart-contract-

audits/blob/audit-
updates/FifaChamps_0xD890CafD5b28919d7e81262f6e6eE5F2f5F12D19.pdf



TAXATION

SELL TAX
Total Tax 2%

 
1% LIQUIDITY

1% of every transaction goes to our locked liquidity pool of stacking and
$Champ/BNB in PancakeSwap 

 
1% TOKEN BURN

1% of every transaction will be burned out of circulation to increase the
value of the existing tokens already in circulation.

 
BUY TAX

To support more buying of $CHAMPS we have decide to keep buy tax 0%



PRESALE

PinkSale Pre-Sale Launch link:  
https://www.pinksale.finance/launchpad/0x978c13E76Bec933F34E9CDcd4189

Fa693E3d173E?chain=BSCMore
 

PinkSale Pre-Launch:
 

Presale Price 1 BNB = 1,000,000 CHAMPS 
mean Instant 5% Unrelized profit for presale on launch

Soft Cap - 125 BNB 
Hard Cap - 250 BNB (If Hard Cap is not reached, remaining tokens 

will be burnt).
Minimum Purchase - 0.2 BNB
Maximum Purchase - 1.5 BNB

Date - 5th August



CONTRACT

TOKEN CONTRACT :-
https://bscscan.com/token/0xD890CafD5b28919d7e81262f6e6eE5F2f5F12D19

 
NO EXTRA MINT OR HIDDEN TOKENS - The $CHAMPS smart contract has NO

ability to mint extra tokens nor can the supply be manually increased or used
in an artificial way to change the initial supply by awarding ourselves free

tokens, The same is mentioned in Audit as well. 
 

NO BOTS - All front run and sniper bots will be instantly blocked by the
$CHAMPS smart contract by the blacklist feature. Our smart contract cannot

block normal wallets, only contracts i,e. bots.




